This half term we are looking at the values and
virtues: Faith-filled and Hopeful
Easter
-

Know that the Church celebrates the presence
of the Risen Christ at the Eucharist.
Identify moments in the Mass when this is
celebrated.

Pentecost
Know the Story of Pentecost
Recognise the change the Holy Spirit brought to
the lives of the Apostles.
Understand that in the celebration of the
Sacraments the Church celebrates the presence
of the Holy Spirit.
Year 6 and Year 3 Class Mass: Thursday 8th June 2017
Whole School Mass: Thursday 29th June 2017
Year 3 First Holy Communion: Saturday 1st July 2017
Whole School Thanksgiving Mass for Communicants:
Thursday 6th July
Whole School Mass: Friday 21st July 2017

Chocolate and Superheroes
 Report writing: Plan and write a news story
with key features and a TV news story,
comparing and contrasting different
elements.

Superhero and Chocolate Poetry: Perform
poetry using voice effectively and write
rhyming poetry. Explore styles and
expression. Write rhyming poetry using
relevant vocabulary and style.
CLASS BOOK: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by
Roald Dahl
Throughout the half term we shall be developing
punctuation skills and the use of adjectives and
connectives to add interest and detail to our writing.

Please encourage your child to read every night!
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Measurement:
- Measure, compare, add and subtract
lengths, mass and volume / capacity.
- Continue to measure using the appropriate
tools and units.
- Solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts, place value
and more complex addition and subtraction.
Statistics:
- Interpret and present data using bar
charts, pictograms and tables.
- Solve one-step and two-step questions (for
example, ‘How many more?’ and ‘How many
fewer?’) using information presented in
scaled bar charts and pictograms and
tables.

Thank you in advance for your support,

Miss Shovlin 

Tuesday: Outdoor Athletics
Wednesday: Net and Wall games
Full School PE kit is needed.
Please ensure that girls have their
earrings out on PE days.

SCIENCE
Biology element – Plants
* All in a flower: exploring the role of insects in
pollination.
* Seeds in the making: consolidating knowledge of
pollination.
* Fruits galore
* Gone with the wind: exploring seed dispersal
* What an exhibition: consolidating knowledge and
presenting information to an audience.

Topic for this term: Modern Europe

Focus on the key features of biomes across Modern
Europe, food chains and animal adaptations. We will
also be creating and using a classification key.
History, Geography, Art, ICT and DT skills will be
developed and used to deliver this topic.
Please send in any resources you may have at home
to help inspire and enthuse.

